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CEO® Por ta l Sig n  On     

Specialty Finance

Financing as unique as your industry

Companies in the restaurant, healthcare, and film sectors

seeking a lender with knowledge and experience in their industry

can count on our Specialty  Finance div ision for flexible and

innovative credit facilities structured to meet their specific

needs.

Put our strengths to work for you

We offer senior secured financing starting at $15 million for

businesses looking for flexibility  and greater borrowing

capacity . Our credit facilities can be ideal for working capital to

fund day -to-day  operations, or for acquisition financing to

accelerate growth.

Our strength lies in understanding companies that fill a niche,

and the unique dy namics of their industries. Based on that

experience and knowledge, we help companies find the financing

they  need.

Why Wells Fargo Capital Finance?

When y ou put our financing to work for y ou, y ou'll have a

dedicated team working with y ou along the way . We offer y ou:

Industry  expertise: By  focusing on our customers'

needs, we can creatively  structure transactions tailored to

the goals of y our business. Our lenders are industry

experts who understand the challenges and opportunities

in each specific industry .

Service and responsiveness: Our focus remains on

y our business, even bey ond the funding of the initial

transaction, realizing that y our needs will change over

time.

Reliability : As part of a leading financial institution, we

can offer y our company  the peace of mind that comes from

working with a company  that has a legendary  reputation

for strength and stability .

Sign up for e-news

Find out how y ou can get

additional valuable

information on Wells Fargo

Capital Finance.
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